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Disgruntled techies
flock to job portals

HEADING FOR
LONDON 2012
How will you keep track of all
the stuff that will be happening at the Olympics between
July 25 and August 12 – and
there’s a lot happening for
sure? Well, the London 2012
Organising Committee has
made three apps for mobile
devices, and those apps are
all you will need to keep up
with more than 10,000 athletes, thousands of event
schedules and all the results.
And then there are some – so
you can watch video of the
events on your mobile
devices, for instance.

OFFICIAL JOIN IN APP
The Olympics and Paralympics are two of the biggest
sporting events in the world.
There is so much involved in
the games that it can be difficult to keep track of everything you are interested in.
Whether you are planning on
visiting any of the events, or
just want to take part in
some of the celebrations that
are taking place, the Join In
app offers information on all
kinds of Olympic-themed
activities, including exhibitions, concerts, partcipatory
sporting events, and the
Games themselves. The app
is useful if you are planning
on attending the games
themselves as it provides you
with a wealth of information
such as how to get to the
venues, and details of where
you can watch free events.
An augmented reality component is great for anyone in
London as it enables you to
use your camera to view
details of important venues.
There are also detailed maps
to help you to get from place
to place, the option to create
a personal schedule so you
don’t miss any events you are
interested in – this is helpful
whether you have tickets or
are just watching the games
on TV – and much more.
There’s a lot of information in
the Join In app, but it is well
laid out, and the interface is
intuitive, so it’s pretty simple
to find things. By default the
app opens on a listing page
for today, and you can scroll
through to future days. At
the top of the page are filters
for ‘All’, ‘Sport’, ‘See & Do’,
and ‘Torch’. A Calendar
option lets you jump to a day
of your choice and there are
filters letting you select to
see only events at certain
times of the day, or within a
mile, 10 miles, or 50 miles of
your location. Each category
has its own symbol, via which
you can see other similar
events. Within the app you
can find all the London 2012
social feeds, as well as travel
and accessibility guides, and
ticketing news. You can
upload photos of yourself at
events, check in, and so on.
The app requires regular web
and GPS connectivity to work
properly, and that means you
need to consider battery life
and 3G data costs.

OFFICIAL RESULTS APP
As its name clearly indicates,
the app serves as the foremost source on the latest
results of the numerous
events in London 2012. But it
includes more than that – live
and calendar schedules as
well as information on the
Olympic sports and medals.
It has an Athletes section
where you can browse an upto-date list of all participating
Olympic athletes or search for
athletes by sport or by country and view their biographies
and other information. You
can even specify certain athletes as your favorites in the
My Games section. The
Schedule & Results button
lets you view on a calendar
any Olympic event taking
place on a particular day
between 25 July and 12
August. Morning, lunchtime,
afternoon and evening
events are grouped by type.
An alarm clock icon to the
left adds the item to your
Favourites and acts as a
reminder. Third up is Sports,
which lists all the various
sporting activities. Select a
sport to view a list of competitions in that category,
news, photos and various
other information covering,
for example, the venue and
the rules for that particular
competition.

OFFICIAL
GAME
For the Olympic fan who’s
also a gamer, there is London
2012: Official Mobile Game.
The app features nine events
that players can compete in,
including the 100 metre
dash, 110 metre hurdles, the
triple jump, pole vault,
Swimming, kayaking and
more at authentic London
2012 Olympic venues. You
can design, train and
improve your own athlete
just the way you want using
over 200 in-game items.

TECHNOMICS

Facebook buys Canadian startup EU regulators, investigating Google,
Acrylic, creator of mobile gadget apps want internet search giant to offer
for news feeds and digital wallets concessions to cover all platforms
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Although the first quarter of
every financial year from April
to June is the time when IT services organizations witness the
highest number of employee
exits, over the last 30 days job
portals like Naukri.com and
Monster.com have been inundated with an unprecedented
number of 1,12,715 newly registered and updated resumes,
uploaded
by
disgruntled
employees of the top five IT services firms.
Employees of Wipro take the
lead with 27,862 resumes
uploaded, followed by Infosys at
26,260, HCL Technologies at
22,383, TCS at 20,626 and
Cognizant at 15,584 resumes.
The maximum number of
resumes uploaded by employees of these five companies
belong to those with 1-5 years of
experience where job mobility
is the highest.
Explaining why, Ronesh Puri,
Director of Executive Access
says “In over 18 years that I’ve
been a headhunter, I have
never seen so many employees
looking out for jobs; not even
during the dotcom bust and the
Lehman crisis. There are three
reasons for this. First, the business environment is gloomy as
most IT services firms are
under margin pressures, so
they are cutting costs wherever
possible and doling out low single digit salary increments
which do not match employee
expectations.
Second, disappointing financial results are leading companies to bring in dramatic
restructuring and transformations within, which make
employees unhappy with the
sudden change. Third, the emotional bond that employees had
with their employers is missing
today, as the management is
purely focused on delivering
results through high performance.”
An irate employee who has
been with Wipro for 4 years
said “I was most unhappy with
the massive restructuring in
the organization, where our
entire team structure was
changed, I had to report to
someone else and my responsibilities were halved. I’m actively looking for a change and so
are many of my peers.”
Pointing out that the uncertain business environment is
making employees insecure
about their present jobs,
Amitabh Das, CEO of Vati
Consulting said “Those employees who are not getting billed
and are on the bench waiting to
be assigned to a new project
and those who are likely to get
free from a project in the near
future with no other project in
sight are uploading their
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resumes on job portals to derisk their current positions.”
Industry observers say the
gloomy note for the industry
was set when Infosys, which
was until recently referred to as
the bellwether of the IT industry, fell from grace when it
announced a salary freeze for
its employees in April 2012.
Anxious Infoscions who were
expecting to hear of salary
hikes in July were disappointed
yet again when Infosys said
salary hikes would be reviewed
only when the “world recovers.”
A project manager from HCL
Technologies who is actively
looking for a job told this correspondent “Our senior management is already preparing us
for the future saying that industry stalwarts like Infosys have
not announced salary hikes.”
While
HCL
prepares
to
announce its fourth quarter
earnings for FY 2011-2012 on
Wednesday, 25th July, 27 per
cent of its workforce is already
looking out for greener pastures, compared to 20 per cent
from Wipro, 17 per cent from
Infosys, 11 per cent from
Cognizant and 8 per cent from
TCS.
“This statistic will certainly
create some triggers for action
to increase retention measures
at HCL. However, we certainly
believe that our ‘employee first,
customer second’ philosophy is
geared to ensure a far superior

value proposition to all employees who stay with HCL” said
Naveen Narayanan, Senior VP
and global talent acquisition
head, HCL.
Explaining why TCS and
Cognizant have a much lower
percentage
of
dissatisfied
employees,
Kris
Lakshmikanth, CEO, Head
Hunters India Pvt Ltd said
“TCS and Cognizant are perceived as safe harbors where
employees know that they will
never be laid off by their
employers but will be kept on
the bench or sent for re-skilling
programmes. More important,
both companies are showing
very good financial results,
which keeps employee morale
high, resulting in a much lower
percentage
of
dissatisfied
employees.”
Elaborating, he said “During
the economic downturn, when
most IT services firms cut down
on bonuses and increased the
variable
pay
component,
Cognizant was the only company that did not do that, followed
by TCS in a smaller way. Till
the last quarter, Cognizant has
given out bonuses.”
Another interesting trend is
the sudden spike in resumes of
senior executives with more
than 15 years of experience,
being uploaded on Naukri.com
and Monster.com over the last
30 days. Here again, Wipro
takes pole position with 821
senior
executives
having

uploaded new or modified
resumes, followed by HCL with
678, Infosys with 321, TCS with
249 and Cognizant with the
least number at 177.
Wipro’s CEO only talks of
rightsizing, downsizing, midsizing and cost cutting which
makes employees at all levels
insecure, said a senior HR consultant, on condition of
anonymity. Instead of holding
onto multiple leaders to handle
a single customer engagement,
Wipro which is struggling to
maintain revenue growth is
now making do with one leader
who is expected to wear multiple hats and handle onsite customer relationships, offshore
technical mentoring and offshore delivery, which was earlier handled by three leaders.
Senior executives with 15 plus
years of experience are being
relegated to uncomfortable
roles, which is Wipro’s way of
showing them the door, he said.
Wipro did not comment, as it is
in the silent period before
announcing its results on 24th
July.
Asked why senior leaders are
dissatisfied at HCL, Naveen
said, many leaders have been
career HCLites who have contributed to the growth agenda
over the years. We will continue to renew our engagement
with them so that they continue
to find ways to connect their
work and value to the company
strategy.

Anil Srivatsa, Co-founder of Internet radio station 'Radiowalla'
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here’s been a problem of
plenty in the business of
entertainment in the visual media. The new buzz is talk
radio on the Internet wherein
one can listen to one’s favourite
music, tune into news, talk
shows, news documentaries
and even call in the host for an
interaction with the speaker for
greater participation using cell
phones, laptops, tablets and
computers.
A pilot venture using audio as
a platform to reach out to the
masses Anil Srivatsa – a
Bengalurean in association
with his partner Harvinderjit
Bhatia from Mumbai - has
launched ‘Radiowalla’ – an
audio platform on the Net for
consumers and common man
for entertainment, news and
commercial
services.
The
‘Radiowalla’ app is currently
available on iPhone and
Android phones and can be
accessed through ‘Facebook’ or
‘Twitter’ accounts. The feature
phone app will be launched
next month. One can even log
into ‘merispace.in’ – the official
‘Radiowalla’ social networking
site. Anil, an entrepreneur with
a background of hosting talk
shows in India and USA –‘Anil
ki
Awaz’
launched
‘Radiowalla’ – using the
Internet as a distribution mech-

Anil Srivatsa, co-founder ‘Radiowalla’ in his studio in Bengaluru
— Samuel Rajkumar

anism.
he radio format gives a bouquet of choices to the listeners
to tune into stuff they would
like to engage in; from music of
various genres curated by
young experts, who are not just
passionate about music but also
have their hands on the pulse of
their listeners, to news, talk
shows, documentaries, customized ad bulletins and music
for retail clients, which include
some of the top consumer
brands, like Puma, Fastrack,
Costa Coffee, Allen Solly,
Gloria Jeans and Peter England
to name a few.

‘Radiowalla’ works with businesses to create a varied
playlist for their brands, utilizing a huge database of music
that spans several dialects and
genres, ranging from instrumental, electronic ambient
music, to classical and popular
tracks from Bollywood and the
latest chartbusters from the US
and UK. For instance, Puma
Spot Radio, a customized radio
station was created to play
music that reflects the brand
ethos across 40 Puma stores in
the country.
“Earlier, every Puma store
played music with CDs and

DVDs which the management
had no control over. So, while
one store played brand-associated music, another store
would play religious music”
said Anil. Radiowalla is also
evolving new channels for special interest groups, such as
Carnatica,
Ghazal
Gaon,
Sufiana channels for those
interested in Carnatic music,
ghazals and Sufi melodies.
“Our aim is to build associations with our listeners that not
only subtly connect a customer
to a brand, but also contribute
to their overall entertainment,
by giving them the music they
love even as they browse, eat,
shop or exercise,” said Anil.
“The content on ‘Radiowalla’
is in Hinglish and is designed
for India and global Indians.
Our music programming is
housed on servers in America
where the company’s former
chief engineer - Scott Clifton,
who is also the former chief
engineer at Harpo (Oprah
Winfrey‘s
company)
was
based,” he added.
Some
channels
on
‘Radiowalla’ like talk shows are
free and ad-supported; the other
channels like the music channels are available on a subscription ranging from Rs 50 –
Rs 100 a month. “I want to give
the power of radio to everybody
where you can create your very
own private radio channel with
our expertise” said Anil.

A CEO was frantically searching for someone with
‘senior contacts’ at a leading consumer durables
firm. An aunt called seeking contacts at another
durables major.
Job-hunting? Recruiting?
Prospecting for business? Not at all. They were just
consumers trying to get service for their expensive
purchases that had conked.
And it’s not just products. Alumni boards and
Twitter are full of people seeking help in locating a
‘senior connection’ or “influence’ to sort out their
genuine service issues with telecom providers, credit card companies and banks.
In India, we’re used to the concept of fishing for
‘influence’ to secure things like school admissions,
college seats, jobs, and board positions. It arises
from the decades of scarcity under the License Raj
when this was the only way to access precious
resources like a phone connection. Being a very
pragmatic nation, we’ve just adapted it to new-fangled concepts like customer-care.
But, hang on, isn’t customer care a misnomer if
you have to use influence to get it? Clearly the company does not care about customers!
In a growth economy (yes, despite the best efforts
of our politicians we’re still growing) most companies are focused on meeting and creating demand
rather than nurturing existing customers. Upward
mobility and high birth rates mean that new customers are created every day so why trouble yourself over the old ones? A desire to keep costs low also
means that after-market service is never factored
into the product design.
I sometimes feel that companies are inventing
their after-sales policies while you are on hold! How
often, while in the queue for something, have you
spotted process improvement opportunities that
would cost the company nothing to implement? For
a nation that respects geeks, we seem to have a singular lack of process expertise.
It’s a lethal combination - a constantly growing
market, scarcity of good resources, and a lack of
process expertise.
So good service is a luxury. And therein lies a
business opportunity for a savvy marketer.
Many years ago Wipro was a late entrant to the
computer market. Their differentiator? Good aftersales service. Stories are still told of the chairman,
Azim Premji, visiting customers personally to
ensure they were happy and the PCs were working
well. While others focus on product features, if you
focus on after-market, it could be a winning idea.
You can design your product to “fail gracefully”.
Have a process in place to deal with the occasional
failure that rewards a loyal customer. You have to
plan for returns and breakdowns and ensure that
they are handled in the best possible way. Graceful
failure is the reason why airplanes still have
ashtrays - in case
you ignore all the
warnings about
non-smoking you
should still have
a safe place to dispose of your cigarette without setting fire to the
plane. No, I’m
not making that
up!
Good service is
a luxury, and
some people are
willing to pay for
it. So you can
have a differential warranty for those who are willing to opt for the ‘gold class” service. It can become
a profit center. Tech Support for Dummies gets people to pay for support across a variety of tech products. You can even outsource this piece and earn a
percentage of the revenue without lifting your finger, or answering a single irate customer.
By now you would have realized that given the
current state of evolution good service is definitely
a luxury and not something you should take for
granted. So as a customer how can you protect
yourself from being left in the lurch with a broken
product or service? The best way is to stop fighting
the inevitable and acknowledge that you may have
to work or pay for service. When buying a high
involvement or high investment product ask yourself the following questions:
1. Is there a warranty?
What are the exclusions? And do they have any
promised timelines for service? (In IT they’re called
Service Level Agreements - SLAs)
2. Can you pay extra for an enhanced level of
service?
Do they have an Annual Maintenance Contract
that will cover your product after the warranty
expires? Trust me, it is worth it.
3. Is maintenance part of the contract? And
what does it cost?
(Many apartment buyers fail to ask this question,
and it is the topic of much angst at building society
meetings)
4. Does the company have a Twitter or
Facebook helpdesk?
A company that invests in this is showing its commitment to having direct interactions with its customers. They may still not give you the response
you want, but it is a step in the right direction. (If
you have an impressive number of followers on
Twitter or Facebook, you may find yourself being
upgraded to preferential treatment too)
And as a final precaution buy high value items
only from firms where you, or someone who really
cares for you, knows the CEO or the Board!
(Jessie Paul is the CEO of Paul Writer, India's only
hub for senior marketers that provides advisory,
workshops, community forums and publications.
She has previously headed marketing for organizations such as Wipro Technologies and iGATE
Global, and handled the brand function at Infosys.
Jessie is the author of No Money Marketing published by Tata McGraw-Hill).

